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CLIL as a New Innovative Pedagogy:
the Case of Russia and Armenia
Tatyana V. Sidorenko

Tomsk Polytechnic University
Margaret Apresyan

Yerevan State University
Abstract
The present paper presents teaching experience and observations in CLIL
implementation of the countries that about forty years ago shared a common
vision of how to teach foreign languages at the tertiary level, but since then
have developed their education policies separately. The article suggests the
analysis (based on the experimental activities) of Content and Language
Integrated Learning (CLIL) from the perspectives of universities of two
countries - Russia and Armenia. The analysis was carried out by means of an
observation tool for CLIL teaching in Tomsk Polytechnic and Yerevan State
Universities. In the overview the authors make the attempt to collect the
general theoretical principles and concepts of CLIL, match them with the real
classroom data that they have, analyze it and conclude what improvement is
needed and what measures are eligible for the national educational context of
both countries. The article data do not pretend to overview all the aspects of
university language teaching, because they are different in the countries, they
reflect to a certain extent the national teaching experience and relate it to the
theoretical and practical issues of CLIL and ESP education.
Key words: Innovative pedagogy, Content and Language, Integrated

Learning, principles and concepts of CLIL, educational concept.
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Introduction
In accordance with Bologna process requirements higher education all over
the world

aims at expanding educational and cultural boarders, fostering

scientific research, integrating global experience, increasing the rate of
academic mobility, enhancing the quality of learning and teaching, promoting
the higher employability of graduates throughout their working lives. All these
require competence in foreign language communication, on the development of
which universities concentrate a large part of their resources and energies.
It is necessary to ascertain the fact that in spite of the time and resources
invested before in foreign language education, the success rate, measured as
communicatively competent foreign language user is still low. The shortcoming
of it may be attributed to the fact that the language learnt in traditional foreign
language classroom is often unrelated to real-life communication…“if input is
predictable and output not spontaneous, how can we expect learners to be
effective communicators if real-life communication is, just that, real” (Ting
2010).
For a long time ESP (English for Specific Purpose) has been recognized as
the most popular approach to language teaching and learning at universities of
Russia and Armenia. This approach would have remained as the effective one,
unless the dynamism and challenges of our quickly changing time had not been
long in coming. In terms of teaching resources deficiency (necessity to constant
upgrading materials), time constrains and teaching staff training that is needed
to enlarge its scope with new competences, the systems of higher education of
the countries face the necessity to put some modifications into the existing
teaching methods, making them more adjustable and flexible to respond the
society and intellectual labour market demands.
The decision was seen in a relatively new approach for university pedagogy
as Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL), where a foreign language
is considered as the language of instruction in teaching subject-matter courses.
We call this approach as a new one, because despite its “25 years history”, CLIL
remains in practice as “capricious” approach affected much with the national
context, including the specificity of an educational system and even country64
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scaled goals. The ambivalence of the approach is also explained by the potential
to be used for covering different purposes of different education stakeholders as
students, subject and language teachers. Therefore, the search for the balance
between them still remains as a point to discuss.
CLIL also brings with it one more complex challenge – the professional
development of teachers who should understand how to organize their
teaching, experiment with new approaches and put these into classroom
practice. The latter will require the overhaul in on-going planning, monitoring
and assessment, with clear goals and expectations. As much as CLIL, on the one
hand, provides very positive encouragement to experiment, on the other hand,
the evidence base or real classroom data upon which we can disseminate CLIL
practice are quite limited. Much in CLIL is prompted with the national settings
and “input factors” as resources and purposes of each university.
This paper makes not big but a timely contribution to both countries
professional understanding of CLIL pedagogy and how it can be used at tertiary
level currently or in prospect. It will consist of two main parts reflecting the
outcomes of CLIL implementation initiatives in Russia and Armenia with
describing national possibilities and priorities, and practices, if any. We deeply
hope that our experience, rather small at moment, will provide a reader with
some practical suggestions and raise issues for further reflections, particularly in
terms of teaching models and teacher education programs without which the
full potential of CLIL is unlikely to be realised and the approach will risk to be
unsustainable.
CLIL Prerequisites and History
Initially, the approach originated as a form of bilingual education in
Canada (province of Quebec) in the 1970s. Around 1965, a group of English
speaking parents living in the French territory of Quebec, Canada, desired an
educational kindergarten program for their children that would give them an
equal opportunity a) to become competent to speak, read and write in English;
b) to reach normal achievement levels throughout the curriculum, including
65
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the English language; c) to appreciate the traditions and culture of Frenchspeaking Canadians, as well as English-speaking Canadians” (Baker 1993:496).
They initiatively addressed their local educational authorities to solve this
issue. Consequently, the solution in the form of programs aimed at creating the
immersion environment for students in a language other than their mother
tongue was developed and implemented also in other schools. On a voluntarily
basis, the English-speaking children learnt school subjects in French (e.g.
Mathematics or Geography) together with the French-speaking children. In the
1970s and 1980s the term “immersion” was used as a synonym of bilingual
education. Later on, immersion programs designed for teaching the content in
the non-native language without weakening the command of the mother
tongue spread all over Canada, the United States and the rest of the world.
Much later, in the early 2000s, CLIL's approach reached Europe, where it was
seen as a new pedagogical philosophy, a means of linguistic consolidation of the
society and a tool for multilingual development.
Historically, the term CLIL was introduced in 1994. By a researcher in the
field of multilingual education, David Marsh, who at that time conducted an
analysis of language education in Europe (The European Dimension: actions,
trends, and foresight potentials). Then, in 2001, D. Marsh accumulated the
experience and knowledge and described a methodology, the essence of which
was to learn a foreign language as a tool for studying subject-matter courses. In
the future, the practice of introducing bilingual education in Europe was
implemented as a means to mitigate the problems associated with migration and
multilinguism, but the practical implementation of this approach was carried
out, mainly at the level of primary and secondary education.
CLIL Methodology For and Against: General Insight

Why CLIL?
With the growing interest in CLIL, there are some reflections on doubts
and settings limitations regarding foreign language benefits in CLIL education
because any benefits are attributable as much to: a) student selection (incoming
level), b) subject complexity and other curriculum-based factors, and c) teacher
66
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awareness in methodology and their readiness to implement it. We will try to
scrutinize the arguments in favour of CLIL with a consideration of the
corresponding counter-arguments, while sounding a word of warning against
the wholesale adoption of CLIL.
CLIL instruction has at times been constructed as a kind of catalyst for
change in classroom pedagogies, implying that it somehow causes a shift from
(traditional) teacher-centered practices to (more innovative) student-centered
learning arrangements. Widely advertised as a “dual-focused approach” that
gives equal attention to language and content (e.g., Mehisto, Marsh and Frigols
2008:9), CLIL can be described as an educational approach where curricular
content, or part of it, is taught through the medium of a foreign language,
typically to students participating in some form of mainstream education at the
primary, secondary, or tertiary level (Puffer 2011).
As we can see from the recent surveys (Pérez-Cañado 2011), CLIL is clearly
on its way to becoming obligation, not an option, for tertiary education. Against
the background of internationalization and globalization perspectives,
educational institutions face the need to create borderless education that entails
the challenge of programme competitiveness and language acquisition. CLIL is
considered as a driver for both.
And what makes CLIL so attractive in current pedagogy (mainly focused
on foreign language teaching) is that the content is expected to give the use of
the foreign language a communicative purpose so “In this sense CLIL is the
ultimate dream of Communicative Language Teaching (e.g. Brumfit and
Johnson 1979) and Task Based Learning (e.g. Willis 1996) rolled into one: …”
(Puffer 2007). Much CLIL research, then, while clearly following more
sophisticated conceptual orientations than policy papers, still tends to share the
position that CLIL classrooms are somehow fundamentally different from
foreign language lessons.
CLIL is often understood as an educational model for content where the
classroom provides the only site for learners’ interaction in the target language.
Therefore, CLIL is about either foreign language or lingua franca. This means
that CLIL lessons are usually timetabled as content lessons (e.g., biology, music,
67
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geography, mechanical engineering), while the target language normally
continues as a subject in its own right in the shape of foreign language lessons
taught by language specialists. For these reasons CLIL implies that teachers will
normally be non-native speakers of the target language. They are not, in most
cases, foreign language experts, but instead content experts, because “classroom
content is not so much taken from everyday life or the general content of the
target language” (Puffer 2007).
This model can be complicated by the fact that teaching in a foreign
language can be affected by learners’ knowledge, skills, and understanding of
the subject because the medium of learning is less perfectly known than to
students in terms of a language and

this will lead to reduced subject

competence and to detrimental of subject knowledge. Another fear that can be
pointed out in this context is that CLIL teachers, among subject experts, will not
have the required level in language proficiency and due to this reason will
simplify the content of teaching, making this subject knowledge reduced. In
this vein, the obvious CLIL courses benefits will be in foreign language
enhancement, while the weaker point is content capacities low-speed
development.
Research on the issue has been difficult to carry out because relatively few
countries conduct standardized testing in science and social studies subjects.
Thus ready-made constructs of subject-specific competence in a particular area
are hard to come by, making quantitative surveys and cross-country
comparisons more problematic than those regarding language attainment.
Therefore, the definition of CLIL as a dual-focused approach has to be regarded
as programmatic rather than factual, and practices that are “content-oriented
but language sensitive” (Wolff 2007:17) cannot be regarded as firmly
established.
For the time being, there are views that consider CLIL as a very reliable
approach with less pain for the learners. It is worth asking the question what
assumptions lie behind such expectations. These implicit baseline assumptions
are in line with Krashen’s (1985) monitor model, which continues to be the
most prominent reception-based theory of language acquisition outside
68
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academic research circles. As is well known, the basic idea of the model is that
if the language learner is exposed to comprehensible input, acquisition will
occur, especially if the learning situation is characterized by positive emotions.
The latter condition is widely thought to be fulfilled in CLIL by virtue of the
fact that language mistakes are supposedly neither penalized nor corrected in
CLIL classrooms.
Applied linguistic research into CLIL has, naturally, made use of a wider
theoretical base than this, starting with a focus on interaction (Long 1996). A
first approximation was formulated by Gajo (2007) who suggested that “the
notion of integration [of language and content] implies precise reflection on the
linguistic aspect of subject knowledge and on the role of discourse in the
learning process” (p. 568). Another important theoretical influence has been
Swain’s output hypothesis (1995) and its claim that only the self-regulated
production of utterances that encode learners’ intended meanings forces them
to actively process morphosyntactic aspects of the foreign language, thereby
expanding their active linguistic repertoire and achieving deeper entrenchment
of what they already know.
And to carry on with CLIL efficiency, it is worthwhile speaking about
interactive knowledge-construction processes and how they influence the work
of our brain. On CLIL as a brain activator much was told by Teresa Ting (20082018), the expert in neuroscience. In her paper “Examples from CLILneuroscience” she says: CLIL automatically change classroom dynamics – rather

than downloading information onto passive learners, teachers guide them
towards deep-level understanding of concepts through interactive knowledgeconstruction processes. Such active learning is coherent with how the brain
learns (Ting 2010). Then, she continues: the efficacy approaching science
(content knowledge) through CLIL is explained by the fact that memory
formation does not occur in isolation but is tightly linked to the neurobiological
processes of fear, motivation and executive control. The main aspect of
successful CLIL education, if done well, is right balance in complexity between
language and content teaching. The concepts complexity or learning load in
CLIL can seem very high, taking into consideration the double difficulty –
69
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science-based concepts and knowledge and the second language as a language of
instructions. This can bring some additional fears to learners and will put the
barriers and lead to brain refusal to work with the information.
The American Association for the Advancement of Science (1989) and the
National Research Council (1996) warn that, in “overemphasizing facts”, rather
than helping learners cultivate a deep-level understanding of scientific
concepts, science curricula inadvertently oblige teachers to download onto
learners facts and formulas to explain odd-sounding terminology of phenomena
that learners can neither see nor appreciate. Worse still, if these details are
embedded into the “alienating language of science”, children quickly come to
believe that science is for the brainy few, propagating the opinion that “science
is inaccessible and thus irrelevant for the general public” (Halliday and Martin
1993). In other words, no matter the complexity of concepts, the tasks offered
to learners to deal with are to be solvable, the learning context should be more
brain-aware or brain compatible and the didactic objective number one is to
find this proper balance in practice.
Hence, the specific nature of CLIL courses is the right balance between the
difficulty of content and language. This balance can be achieved by careful
planning and selection of content that has a linguistic potential, as well as a
simultaneous selection of language that is most typical for a professional field
(Ting 2011). In other words, CLIL = simple content + complex language or CLIL
= complex content + simple language. That is, the increase in linguistic
complexity should be compensated by a decrease in professional content
complexity and vice versa. Therefore, CLIL implies changes to the traditional
repertories of language and non-language teachers, requiring the development
of a special approach where educators work collaboratively to formulate new
didactics for “a real integration and function in language teaching” (Marsh
2008).
Concerns with theorizing the interaction of language and content are
currently becoming a focus of attention for CLIL researchers. Given equal
importance to both content and language (Marsh and Marsland 1999), CLIL
advocates a 50:50/Content:Language CLIL-equilibrium where the 50:Language
70
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component refers to the learners’ language. The central element in the success
of CLIL (Ting 2010) is that it elicits language from the learner, not the teacher.
If 50% of the learning time is devoted to developing learner’s language, it is
clear that the era of teacher-as-talking-encyclopedia must give way to more
student-centered science education: CLIL automatically advocates “learning by
construction rather than learning by instructions” (Marsh 2009). Moreover, as
CLIL advocates content-learning not in a foreign language but through a
foreign language (Marsh 2005), educators are called upon to design activities in
which language is used in an authentically purposeful search for understanding.
Done right, CLIL classroom are thus student-centered and investigative, very
much in line with “neuroscience of learning”.
The brain-compatible learning environment can be created if the fear level
is decreased, whereas the motivation level is increased. The 50:50 CLIL learning
environment is easily accommodated with the following filters, which enable to
make the environment not only brain-compatible but investigative and
interactive. There are 5 filters in total:
a) the novelty filter: is the information new?
b) the pleasantness filter: is the input enjoyable?
c) the relevance filter: what does this have to do with my goal – do I need
it – is it significant?
d) the cope-ability filter: can I understand this?
e) the self-social image filter: will knowing this make me “cool”?
Even so, it is clear that much more work needs to be done conceptually and
empirically across different contexts for CLIL classroom methodology until
CLIL concepts can be regarded as settled. At the present stage CLIL classrooms
share a great deal more with traditional language lessons, in most cases making
them language-led in subject-matter discourse. And in these cases there is
nothing to differ CLIL methodology from the ESP one and it is still the point for
many universities to discuss and analyse.
In

summarizing

CLIL

advantages

and

conclusions

regarding

its

“undisputable” efficacy with the accent to the evidence that content-based
situations help steer learners’ attention from language forms to things
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accomplished and meanings conveyed through language, making by this the
right-balanced language-learning environment, which is the keystone for CLIL
success, nevertheless, we assert that CLIL is not a panacea.

Why not CLIL?
As considered above, CLIL is an approach to learning oriented towards
achievement of a dual objective, where a foreign language is used as a means of
teaching content and at the same time as the object of study. The efficacy of
CLIL education has been already proved but by the same token currently we
observe a diverse interpretation of CLIL methodology that is mostly affected by
the difference in national and cultural contexts. What plays well in one setting,
can have a counter effect in another one, just due to different input conditions
and goals. Answering the question why not CLIL we find the following
reasoning.
Smith (2005) asks the pertinent question: “So why are we witnessing this
quest to use a foreign language as the medium of instruction – trying to make
the unnatural natural?” In a somewhat similar vein, Mehisto, Marsh and Frigols
(2008) state somewhat rhetorically that “Common sense seems to say that
students studying in a second language cannot possibly learn the same amount
of content as students studying in their first language” (Puffer 2011).
Some European CLIL proponents emphasise a language over context (Coyle
2007:548), and “subject matter pedagogies and their integration with language
pedagogies are being systematically overlooked”. Wiesemes (2009) noted the
high face validity of CLIL but also warned against CLIL becoming a trend or
buzz word and nothing more because the lack of research base. He wrote “the
political support for CLIL teaching is generally strong, concrete guidance and
support for teachers implementing it are largely absent” (Wiesemes 2009:16).
The apparent attraction of CLIL, and some content-based (immersion)
programmes (Cammarata and Tedick 2012; Wesche 2010), is that the students
get two for the price of one (Puffer, Nikula and Smit 2010; Zydatiẞ 2012):
subject content and foreign language development simultaneously and
interdependently. But in this there are some underwater stones and on it
72
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Bruton (2013) made the quite ironic conclusion that the fundamental argument
for simultaneous content and foreign language learning relies on a “two-for-the
price-of-one” (p. 588) perspective, which is often very attractive but can result
in unfortunate, unintended consequences. Concerning the learning of content,
for example, he suggested “it would be possible to have the opposite, 1/2-for-2”
result. Mostly it is explained by the complexity of CLIL methodology, if done
right, including special CLIL teachers training that will be targeted at CLIL (not
ESP methodology) teaching materials and other didactic instrumentation
development. The subject-teachers competence for CLIL is very important
because “if the content teaching is already below expected standards, as it seems
to be in Andalusia in Spain, CLIL is probably not going to help, except for cases
where there has been selection, in which case the overall averages might
decrease. In Germany, Breidbach and Viebrock (2012) suggest that “structural
selectivity of CLIL appears to have a greater impact on student achievement
than CLIL itself has on student achievement” (Bruton 2011).
Whether CLIL is ultimately beneficial or not will depend on a number of
contributing factors, but nobody will deny that CLIL is hard work for teachers,
and it is no easy matter for students to advance in subject matter at the same
time as in the foreign language (Coonan 2007). Very often the content is not
only no help for the language development, but the lack of language might be a
serious handicap and hindrance for content development (Apsel 2012), if the
foreign language is the real medium of instruction. Furthermore, interaction in
the foreign language is very often absent, and translation and first language use
not atypical (Mehisto 2008; Tan 2011). In such cases there may be a need for
extra foreign language support, which conflicts with the 2-for-1 formula.
Coonan (2007), actually documents the fact that this difficulty can be beneficial
as content teachers might make more effort to make the subject-matter
accessible, which might in turn influence their teaching in a native language.
Even so, if the students have problems with the content, it may be difficult for
them to find help at home in a foreign language medium, especially in
languages other than English, unless the same content is also available in their
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native language. Drop outs are another element of CLIL that are conveniently
ignored (Apsel 2012).
CLIL Practice at Tomsk Polytechnic University, Russia (2011-2017)
The CLIL story of Tomsk Polytechnic University we would like to preface
with Charles Darwin’s quotation: “It is not the strongest of the species that
survives, nor the most intelligent, but rather the most responsive to change”.
This is absolutely true that the need to respond the challenges of the time was
the main motive to launch CLIL education in the form of separate courses in
our university. Here are some details.
Starting from 2011, RF national policies consider the language competence
not only as a component of professional qualification of an engineer, but also as
a tool to globalize and internationalize universities, to promote universities into
international community (Чучалин, Велединская, Ройз; 2004). The new
national education strategy required some strong initiatives from the university
management including new solutions in language education. University
language policies reacted appropriately. The new “TPU Roadmap 2020” aims
among others to create a comfortable bilingual environment, which should
contribute to a significant increase in the population of international students
and activate teachers’ and students’ participation in international research
carried out by the world’s leading centres (<http://tpu.ru/today/programs/viu>).
The available resources were reformulated into a new CLIL-based course of
Professional Training/course in a Foreign Language to support the reformed
ideology. The new course inherited the significant teaching experience and the
methodology, as well as materials accumulated by that time. However, the
following question provoked the debate when new disciplines were put into
practice: Which language level should teachers possess to be able to deliver a
CLIL course? Can this course repeat some content previously learned in the
Russian language? What should be the nature of cooperation between language
and content departments? What are the criteria to select teaching and learning
material? How can a students’ low language level be compensated?
Many of the questions above remain open until present day.
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Materials and Methods
As we have already said – CLIL is debated much but it has not been welltermed yet and has the lack of practice base. All this is compounded by
differences in cultural backgrounds and social-educational patterns, established
in each country. “There is no single blueprint of content and language
integration that could be applied in the same way in different countries – no
model is for export” (Marsh 2011); “CLIL resembles acupuncture: it works but
nobody seems to know why” (Van de Craen, Mondt, Allain, Gao 2007); “the
political support for CLIL teaching is generally strong, concrete guidance and
support for teachers implementing it are largely absent” (Wiesemes 2009).
Thus, CLIL courses replaced the ESP courses and interdisciplinary tandems,
involving both language teacher and subject teacher in delivering one course.
These tandems were unique by nature and, virtually, had no analogues in the
Russian higher education system.
Interdisciplinary tandems emerged in the practice of TPU in 2008 and
existed until 2011. The main intended purpose of tandems was the collaboration
of subject teachers and language teachers within one course. Responsibility was
distributed in accordance with the competences of teachers in the way that
language teachers were responsible for the language component, while subject
teachers were in charge of the subject knowledge delivering and skills
development. Such training was specified by the narrow professional scope of
the courses, namely, a specific purpose was determined by a definite knowledge
area, for example, not just Information Technology and Biomedicine, but
“Databases” and “Nanocomposite Polymer Materials”, etc.
No doubt, this approach lies in the “kingdom” of the ESP approach and
fully adopts its methodology but at the same time it has a more precise content
based on “special purpose”. However, there arises a question: “What prompted
the university to move to a new level of this approach understanding?” The
answer is rather simple, the university was triggered to make such a decision
due to dissatisfaction with learning outcomes, which, according to a
preliminary hypothesis, was the consequence of the limitations concerning the
proposed learning context and context-based language forms that were chosen
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as the teaching basis by language teachers, who did not have engineering
education. It was confined to the formation of common professionally oriented
skills and knowledge. In other words, the discussion of professional topics was
reduced to the problems stating under the conditions of inability to find
practical solutions.
The effectiveness of the tandems was obvious; however, the massive
introduction of such courses in the educational process required a significant
increase in the time resource for the training materials development and
implementation. In addition, this practice failed to provide the desired degree
of sustainability while its effectiveness depended on a certain level of
language proficiency (B2) of subject teachers.
Thus, the university had to abandon the “expensive” approach of tandems
and make another attempt to optimize the resource and maximize
performance by integrating subject and linguistic competencies as well as
knowledge and to begin its CLIL history. Consequently, by the time CLIL
courses were introduced in the person of subject teachers the university
already had quite much experience in delivering subjects in a foreign
language. Accordingly, there was also a certain toolkit of methodological
practices, including those created with the help of linguists (language
teachers).
The transmission to CLIL-based teaching is not so easy. The main reason
for it is that the approach has not been well-termed yet for the Russian context
and has the lack of practice base. In spite of its rather “long existence” in the
world pedagogy, CLIL application is compounded with some differences in
cultural backgrounds and social-educational patterns established in the
countries of the world. We need first to identify 1) the degree of the approach
appropriateness

to

our

settings

and

2)

the

reasons

preventing

its

implementation.
With the objective to find out whether Russian universities understand
how CLIL training should be structured and what methodology the approach
has we conducted a survey among the subject teachers currently engaged in
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CLIL in order to get a general impression of their satisfaction and understanding
of the didactic goals they are to reach, and tasks they are to accomplish.

Survey Results (Russia)
The survey comprised 35 subject teachers of TPU. The survey findings
have indicated that the majority of the respondents are not satisfied with the
conditions of teaching the subject in a foreign language, due to the fact that
50% of the respondents consider themselves to be insufficiently aware of the
CLIL methodology and procedure, the goal of training, and what should be
assessed.
The mentioned obstacles preventing efficient implementation of CLIL
were as follows:
 different levels of students’ foreign language proficiency;
 low motivation of students to study disciplines in a foreign language;
 lack of opportunity to prepare course materials with the assistance of a
language teacher/native speaker;
 lack of ready-to-use materials;
 lack of guidelines for assessing the knowledge of the students enrolled
in CLIL courses;
 inconsistency of opinions concerning the understanding of the learning
objective;
 insufficient levels of a foreign language among the subject teachers.
The respondents put forward the following potential ways of solving the
problem:
 to provide the opportunity to study CLIL-techniques;
 to develop interaction with language teachers to receive assistance in
selecting and producing educational material;
 to develop the programs of language internships abroad in order to
support the language level;
 to encourage interaction through workshops and meetings with the
peers engaged in CLIL training.
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Here is some statistics: 25% of subject teachers produce the teaching
materials with the language teachers’ assistance; 50% of respondents use the
study guides previously developed during the tandem practices; 20% use ESP
materials; 20% develop materials by themselves on the basis of authentic text
materials within the scope of the subject area.
50% of teachers choose technical translation as the main type of
educational activities; 20% predominantly focus their courses on introduction
and drilling terminology; 20% emphasize the practice of speaking in the form of
presentations and discussions; 10% give priority to writing articles.
The following learning objectives were highlighted (in the descending
order):
 expansion of subject knowledge through the use of literature in English
and information resources,
 study of terminology,
 development of writing skills by writing reports and articles, including
translation.
As we can judge, the described situation does not quite correlate with the
priority activities chosen by the teachers (the statistics is presented above).
The survey findings indicate that the current CLIL practice is ambiguous
with regards to understanding the learning objectives and the function of a
teacher. As a matter of course, the purpose of training can be the expansion of
the subject area through the use of English sources. However, this formulation
does not present the teaching goal to learn a foreign language (the second goal,
but not less important than the first one). Also, the terminology of a subject
area in the form of a separate subject knowledge domain is not quite justified to
serve the purpose of the CLIL course because it cannot be considered separately
and only the list of terms can be studied.
Regarding writing which includes terminology as well, it is unlikely that
the involvement of a subject teacher in the education process would be
appropriate due to the lack of the required qualifications and methodological
knowledge for this. In this case, the replacement of a language teacher is not
justified. Technical translation is a special field of knowledge and, accordingly,
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delivering this material will require certain competencies that are not
completely identical to the merely practical skills of subject teachers which
they use in their professional activities. Thus, the above facts indicate the
following:
1) CLIL courses are organized according to the principle “I am involved in
CLIL training because I know a foreign language”,
2) CLIL methodology is not clearly used in practice, thus, understanding of
CLIL methodology is questioned,
3) CLIL training materials are developed with no regard to the principles of
the approach but are lectures translated into a foreign language.
Consequently, after analyzing the survey findings we became concerned
with the requirements and conditions necessary for successful implementation
of CLIL training. Thus, we have attempted to systematize the preliminary study
outcomes determining the effectiveness of the approach for university
education. Therefore, we assume that CLIL training requires the following:
a) motivated teaching staff feeling no fear about using new forms and
teaching tools;
b) a qualified teaching staff having the set of competencies required for
implementing CLIL training;
c) possibility of obtaining additional competences in the field of CLIL
pedagogy through advanced training programs;
d) motivated students who understand the importance of a foreign
language for building and developing the overall competence of an engineer;
e) peer professional communities that discuss current issues related to CLIL
training procedure;
f) availability of a university-wide CLIL training conception performing
the regulatory function of processes.
CLIL Practice at Yerevan State University
Armenia definitely shares the opinion that CLIL approach can significantly
improve the level of internationalization in the country, particularly in the field
of higher education. Thus, the approach is viewed as a new pedagogic
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technology capable of improving the efficiency of educational system at
management, content and motivation levels.
As for CLIL in Armenia, its implementation is currently episodic and, if
implemented, is only partial, in single educational institutions. The problem is
that the absence of a single scientific and methodological guidance on the
nature, objectives and possibilities of the approach, and most importantly the
lack of available mastering practices hampers the effective implementation of
CLIL education in the country.
It should be noted that in Armenia more and more publications have been
devoted to CLIL approach recently, which proves the high interest of the
scientific community in the development of this direction at all levels of the
educational system. However, Armenia cannot fully accept and adopt the
practices and techniques developed in the countries of the European Union or
the American continent, whose higher level of development is due to the
earlier identification of linguistic, social and political needs for the consolidated
and sustainable growth of the society. In Armenia’s case, as in case with Russia,
the CLIL education needs to be preliminarily analyzed and tailored up with the
conditions involving the national context and country needs.
Armenia reckons that for the effective implementation of the CLIL
approach in the perspective of Armenian higher education system, it is
necessary to: 1) develop a concept of its implementation, taking into account
national specificity of the educational system, 2) work out an adaptive
methodology and 3) design programs for academic staff involved in CLIL
instruction.
To develop the concept and methodology of CLIL-instruction in the
Armenian universities, Yerevan State University initiated the project – New
CLIL for Armenia – where the theories and practices existing at the moment in
the foreign and Armenian realities will be analyzed with the aim to obtain the
data to be used further in composing graphical matrix describing inputs and
outputs for the national CLIL models.
The following methods and approaches will be used to carry out the
indicated algorithm:
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General scientific: Analysis of methodological and pedagogical literature on
the research problem; Comparative analysis of existing practices for the
implementation of CLIL instruction in Armenian and foreign universities;
Analysis and description of the conditions of the Armenian higher education
system, influencing the implementation of the approach; Analysis of national
educational requirements and development of measures to meet those
requirements using the CLIL approach.

Systematic: Systematic presentation of the approach and its tools as a
model, determining the key positions and principles of the CLIL concept for the
Armenian education system.

Pedagogical and interdisciplinary: Development of methods, practices and
pedagogical strategies when designing CLIL-courses and materials and their
further approbation.

Pedagogical design: Development of materials and methods of presentation,
improving the mental activity and the level of perception;

Empirical: Approbation of CLIL-instruction in Armenian universities:
study and overview of practical experience, adjustments

Statistical: surveys, interviews; data processing, quantitative and qualitative
analysis of the approbation results.

Survey Results (Armenia)
As mentioned above, CLIL practices in Armenia are still of episodic
character that impedes to collect more or less objective opinions of stakeholders
involved. We initiated two attempts at Yerevan State University to conduct
surveys through Google Forms on CLIL outcomes and ESP outcomes. The latter
due to long practice turned to be more illustrative and for this reason it is a
subject for analysis. The survey comprised 14 language teachers. The most part
of them have had the ESP experience (75%) more than 10 years, working with
the language for specific purposes in such areas as: math, social studies, law,
chemistry, psychology, business, etc. There is no divergence of views regarding
the understanding of the word PURPOSE in ESP teaching. Practically, this is
the point where the general principles of language meet with those of subject
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area: meet the need of students to run professional communication in real job
world.
Among the THREE things that language teachers enjoy most in ESP
practice are: innovativeness, specific terminology, interdisiplinarity and
academic freedom in choosing authentic materials. Among THREE biggest
challenges in ESP teaching they named - lack of specialized knowledge
(content/subject), technology deficiency, and a limited number of hours.
What the Armenian language teachers miss in ESP methodology is real life
language skills, and this restricts their teaching practices and puts some limits
on teaching freedom. Despite the opinions illustrating “the lack of professionbased knowledge”, 100% of respondents stated that they do not feel the lack in
qualification or the need in some additional training to work in ESP
environment, although 75% of ESP teachers did not study any professional
courses for doing ESP, they gained the knowledge on how to do it in the
process of teaching.
The teachers pointed out – the application of digital media and new
technologies in pedagogy as a means to improve the teaching performance.
Generally, ESP teachers in Armenia are satisfied with how ESP is organized but
they called upon THREE weak points in assessing standards: too much stress on
summative assessment while formative assessment is neglected; too little
differentiation that would support students of different language level; too
much standardization that does not work in class.
Conclusion
It is evident that different pedagogical approaches appear in response to
emerging professional and social needs and challenges. The application of ESP
and CLIL at Yerevan and Tomsk universities do not allow deciding which one is
better. The choice is determined by goals and available resources (human and
material). The main principle in choosing is feasibility and applicability at a
place. There is no need to start CLIL if you do not have the resource or special
need for it, the chase for being innovative can lead to the results with the “sign
minus”. Meanwhile, if ESP is a well-established practice and complies with the
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university policy and curricula, there is no need to replace it with new “more
innovative” approaches.
Nevertheless, CLIL as a new and younger methodology compared to ESP
needs to be worded in explicit terms and expanded with richer practices based
on the national standards and cultural settings. CLIL multinational pool
collected in collaborations is capable to guarantee the Best Practice
transferability.
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CLIL-ը որպես նորարական մեթոդաբանություն.
Ռուսաստանի և Հայաստանի փորձը
Սույն հոդվածում ներկայացված են բովանդակության և լեզվի ինտեգրված ուսուցման (CLIL) մեթոդաբանությամբ իրականացվող փորձը և
դիտարկումներն այն երկրներում, որոնք քառասուն տարի առաջ առաջնորդվում էին բարձրագույն դպրոցում օտար լեզուների ուսուցման
ընդհանուր տեսլականով: Այսօր սակայն, ակնհայտորեն մշակված է որոշակի կրթական քաղաքականություն:
Հոդվածում վերլուծվում է բովանդակության և լեզվի ինտեգրված
ուսուցման (CLIL) ռուսաստանյան և հայաստանյան փորձը՝ հիմնված
փորձարարական գործունեության վրա: Վերլուծությունը կատարվել է
Տոմսկի ճարտարապետական և Երևանի պետական համալսարաննե86
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րում: Հեղինակներն այդ համատեքստում փորձում են ի մի բերել CLIL-ի
ընդհանուր տեսական սկզբունքներն ու հայեցակարգերը, համապատասխանեցնել դրանք փորձով ձեռք բերված իրական լսարանային տվյալներին, վերլուծել և վեր հանել իրավիճակի բարելավման համար անհրաժեշտ և երկու երկրների ազգային կրթական ոլորտներում ընդունելի միջոցները: Հոդվածի տվյալները չեն ներառում համալսարաններում լեզուների ուսուցման բոլոր հայեցակարգերը, քանի որ դրանք, որոշակիորեն
արտացոլելով ազգային ուսուցման փորձը, տարբեր դրսևորումներ են
ստանում վերոնշյալ երկրներում:
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accepted for publication, the withdrawal is not permitted.
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